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The FDA reports that women have died taking chemical abortion
pills, usually because of an ectopic pregnancy or when later in
pregnancy, sometimes from ‘severe systemic infection’.
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DEAR DECISION MAKER,
Chemical abortion pills are sold in America
by repeating one particular falsehood again
and again - that a few pills will be an easy, fast
“treatment” for an unanticipated pregnancy.
Roughly 40% of abortions are now committed
with pills.

The following pages are actual
accounts from women who have
induced abortions using the RU-486
chemical abortion regimen. It is a
small sampling of a larger population
who have suffered in silence.

Far from simple and quick, chemical abortion is
an agonizing experience that can go on for days
and results in trauma for women, many of whom
report the shock of seeing a perfectly formed
baby after enduring excruciating pain, which adds
a whole new level to the agony.

Before you buy the lie that chemical
abortion pills are a minor event,
please read this publication and then
join us in our efforts to hold the
abortion industry accountable for
how these pills are handled.

Many who are in a position to influence policy
are removed from direct contact with the actual
people who are being sold these pills with false promises of a quick fix. In this short publication, we
want to provide you with access to those who truly know chemical abortion.

Learn more at
www.thisischemicalabortion.com

Chemical abortion pills are deadly and dangerous and should not be handed out without regulation
and oversight. And given the extreme physical responses caused by forcing the death and expulsion
of a preborn human being, women must be under someone’s medical care to avoid even more
deadly consequences.
It’s no “barrier” to abortion access to take the time to ensure that women don’t experience untold
agony and death, though it may be an annoyance to the abortion industry that does want a quick
sale and does want to abandon women to whatever happens next when they get home.
4

Kristan Hawkins
President of Students for Life of America
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“I wish they told me
these pills wouldn’t
end the baby’s life. It
came out in sack, with
all the limbs and eyes...
heart still beating. If
I knew that would be

TRAUMA
STORIES
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the outcome I would’ve
never done it.”

thisischemicalabortion.com
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LIFE AFTER AN ABORTION

TRAUMA

Hi, I have been having a rough time ever since the abortion I had almost
a year ago. I feel deep feelings of regrets and feeling like I would never
amount to anything. When I told my dad he was calm at first but then told
me that, “I killed a child” and I should feel bad when I was feeling that way.
My stepmom didnt add much support cause she dosent really like me but
feels as though I’m a bad child too.
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I feel alone. I did get very sick after I took the pill where I experienced a
huge blood clot. I’m not sure if it was from my reaction to the pill or if it had
to due with me throwing up after I took the first pill at the clinic. I woke up
the next day with a high fever and went to the emergency room where they
told me I had a septic uterus. The placed me on IV and gave me antibiotics.
During the time there I was panicking because I know how my dad felt and
no one came to visit
me in the hospital
except him so I felt
bad.
Fast forward I
still experience
palpitations, random
abdomen pains, and
light headness. I’ve
been searching for
answers but doctors
dont seem to know
what’s the problem.

I WANT MY BABY BACK MORE THAN
ANYTHING
I had my abortion at 6 weeks. It
was an unplanned pregnancy. I
had an IUD at the time, never
thought I’d end up pregnant. I
was excited about the pregnancy
at first. But soon learned the
medication I was taking could
effect my baby. Logically I knew
that I would be causing my baby
pain bringing it into the world
because of those medications,
and I couldn’t let my selfishness
effect that poor babies life.
So I took a medication abortion. I
later found out it was incomplete
after a month later when I was in
a psychiatric hospital for a severe
depression episode related to
the abortion. At first they told
me it was a new pregnancy and I
admit I was overjoyed. Overjoyed
because I’d been taken off every
single medication that could have
harmed the baby. My husband
and I wanted to be parents to this
new life.

after multiple ER visits and
Planned Parent visits that led
to the discovery that it’s not
a new pregnancy. It was old
pregnancy tissue remaining that
had continued growing. My heart
was absolutely crushed. It was
like losing my baby all over again.
I had to had a surgical abortion
of the remaining tissue. It was
traumatic. I was under moderate
sedation that did not work. I
screamed during the procedure
and begged them to stop.
It’s been a few weeks since
then and I still feel like crying
sometimes. I still have the original
positive pregnancy test in my
makeup table. My heart still feels
like there’s a piece missing. I feel
depressed and think about who
they could have been. I wanted
the baby more than anything.
I’m crying writing this and it just
feels like I’ll never stop.

Only for that to be squashed
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POST-ABORTION REGRET
Hi, this is my first time posting so please bear with me. I had a medical
abortion about 2 weeks ago. Physically, it was painful and I had many side
effects after taking the drugs (diarrhoea, nausea, dizziness, extreme pain).
But honestly that was a walk in the park compared to the emotions that I’m
feeling right now.

TRAUMA

For background, my partner and I have been together for 4 years, living
together for about half of that. We are both mid-20s. Children had been
discussed but were something we wanted in the future, so we weren’t
planning them. When I found out I was pregnant, my partner was angry.
Before I’d even been able to say how I felt, he told me he wasn’t ready and
started to discuss abortion. He continued to do this for a while.
I felt really torn because I wanted the baby but I didn’t want to ‘force’ my
partner into becoming a dad when he obviously couldn’t bear the idea of it.
I felt unsupported. Also, he would have been the only one working when the
baby arrived so I would have had to rely on him
financially. I wasn’t sure I could back him into that
corner, making him take responsibility for a baby
he didn’t want.
I cried everyday before, and I cry everyday now.
I feel like I made a decision that wasn’t right for
me and now I feel really guilty. To make it worse,
my partner has turned round since the abortion
and said that this has made him realise he did
want that baby. My head is all over the place
and I can’t concentrate on anything. It’s such a
struggle to get out of bed and pretend I’m okay.

10
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EMOTIONAL AND STARTING FIRST
PERIOD SINCE MEDICAL ABORTION
I had an abortion almost 2 months ago I believe, it was at the beginning
of quarantine extremely traumatic my boyfriend and I had to travel to
Mississippi and were harassed by protestors etc

PAIN/BLEEDING
TRAUMA

POSSIBLE TW
[TRIGGER
WARNING]
MEDICAL
ABORTION
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Has anyone who
has had the medical
abortion seen the fetus
when it passed? I was 9
weeks and Yesterday I
saw it in my pad when I
went to change it and
couldn’t stop crying for
awhile, I just don’t know
how to feel and I wasn’t
expecting to see It
especially with so many
details it just broke my
heart :/

My abortion was really traumatic for me, I took the pills. I was throwing
up , going to the bathroom on my self and curled up in pain for almost 24
hours...
Since then my emotions have really been out of whack but especially
since I started my period.. I feel like I can’t control my self and keep
lashing out.. I’m also having a lot of trouble with all the blood it’s been
causing me a lot of flashbacks ... Does anyone have any advice? Please?
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“I want to die because of this, and I’m not gonna do
FIRST PREGNANCY AND ABORTION
I just had my first at home abortion after taking the pill in the clinic. Worst pain
ive ever felt. I was told I wouldnt be able to see the embryo, but of course I did.
I thought the reality of my pregnancy really hit when I saw my ultrasound and
heard the heartbeats, but seeing the embryo really threw me off. Its little body
was so surreal. I just sat there thinking this is not real, that came out of me?
This can’t be happening to me... especially since I took a my choice pill. Just
venting. I think I’m fine just in shock.

TRAUMA

anything rash, but the self hatred runs deep.”
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I REGRET MY ABORTION
I administered my medical pill abortion yesterday and it was horrifically painful
for about 6 - 9 hours. I was in so much pain that when it subsided I was just
happy to be out of pain, however, having woken up feeling physically better
today I feel emotionally disturbed.

TRAUMA

I feel like I miss my unborn child and have made a huge mistake, I feel empty
and like I’ve lost a part of myself.
I had made the decision not to keep the baby because whilst the father and
I get along, we have decided to end our relationship. I am also about to start
a 3 year degree programme in September which is something I have always
wanted to do (I am a mature student). This combined with my current living
situation (I just rent a room of a friend) and the fact I have no finances to raise
a child were basically the
reasons I didn’t continue
the pregnancy... but the
emotional desire to have the
child was always there, and
I feel like I’ve made a huge
mistake and that I’ll regret
this forever.
It feels like it’s just sunk
in that I’m not pregnant
anymore and I’m devastated.
Has anyone else experienced
this? I thought I would feel
relieved but I don’t at all....
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HAVING A MENTAL BREAKDOWN EVERY
NIGHT
It’s been almost 2 weeks
post abortion and every
night or sometimes during
the day I get these intense
overwhelming flashes of
anger at self, extreme
emotional pain, grief and
heartache. It’s just been
so painful emotionally like
something is crushing and
stabbing my guts endlessly
idk how else to describe it
and idk if I will ever recover
mentally and emotionally
from this. I feel like I’m
going crazy having these
silent painful breakdowns.
I try not to regret what I
did because I did what had
to be done considering
my circumstances in life but I also feel
extremely resentful at myself thinking
how could I have done this to my baby,
guilty and shameful about it. I don’t feel
comfortable opening up about this to
people I know. I cant even explain it to
my boyfriend because I truly feel like he
just doesn’t get how painful it is unless
he experiences it for himself. Idk it just
gets too much sometimes I can’t even

get myself to get out of bed it just feels
so heavy. Sometimes I am also tempted
to self harm feeling like I cannot contain
all these bad emotions happening all at
once.
I felt when my baby came out and had
a glimpse of the little body (10 weeks)
I get so upset and shaky just thinking
about it now and I feel like I’m in this
bitter torment that will never end.
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She feels like she killed her own child out of weakness and
I get the sense she will never be the same. She feared her
relationship with our kids would suffer with another, but now

TRAUMA

she can’t even bear to be with either of them.
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I DON’T KNOW WHAT TO DO WITH IT
I have just had a medical abortion and I’ve never been so
sad about something in my life. I am so broken.

couldn’t pick him up anymore, but I knew he was there
and he knew I was there but I wasn’t able to help him.

My procedure was delayed by a month due to being
stuck in a different country to my health care provider
and not being able to travel due to Covid-19. When I had
access, I almost procrastinated taking the second set of
pills. When I did, it happened so quickly. I had the most
painful cramps I’d ever had, then I felt some clots pass.
Then I felt something else pass and I just knew what it
was. I didn’t want it to be what I thought it was because
I almost hoped the process would be longer, even if it
meant it was more painful. I didn’t realise until the pill
was taken how hard it would be to actually part with it.

Because of my delay in treatment, I guess I developed
an irreversible attachment to the embryo. I held it in my
hand and I felt so many things. I could see how healthy
it was, which I’d always instinctively known, and felt so
proud of it and then I felt so incredibly sad. I was kind of
amazed and horrified I made it. And it sounds so stupid
but I feel so lonely without it. I just wish I’d had more
time with it. I just can’t bear to flush it away, the thought
tears me apart. I don’t know what to do. I kind of want it
to be over, but at the same time, I don’t want it to end. I
just can’t see myself moving past this.

The nurse told me I’d likely not see anything but
unfortunately I did, because it somehow slipped into
my legging and I had to lift it out with my hand. It was
perfectly formed, seperate from the clotting. With
fingers, toes, eyes, even tiny ears. I have it on a roll
of toilet paper and I can’t bear to flush it but I’m in
quarantine from the rest of my family and I can’t really
sneak out to the garden. I feel so sad for it. I’m sad I
couldnt be strong enough to look after it. I had this
strange and terrible dream exactly a week before I
suspected I was pregnant. I had this little baby who kept
shrinking. I took him with me to the grocery shop, and
put him on a shelf while I put things in my basket. When
I reached up to pick him up again, he’d shrunk until I

What did you do to ease the pain? Any rituals? Should I
flush it? I know it’s gross, I have already keot it much too
long. Please, any words or advice would be so helpful.
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PEOPLE WHO TERMINATED THEIR
PREGNANCY OUT OF NECESSITY,
DESPITE REALLY WANTING TO KEEP IT –
HOW DID YOU PROCESS AND RECOVER?

TRAUMA

I regretted it before I even took the first pill, then I took the
second and third set of
misoprostol tablets 48hrs
later and it was the most
heart breaking, horrendous
day to get through.
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I’m 23, my boyfriend
is 25, we have a great
relationship but have only
been together for just
over a year. Because of
coronavirus, neither of us
have a job or money to
support a child. We’re both
living with his mum, and
times right now are just so
uncertain.
I was 5 weeks pregnant
when I found out. His dad
passed away recently, we
drank a lot and ended up
conceiving the baby that
night - which has only
made the decision harder.
The baby would have been
due same month as his
dad’s birthday too.

STUDENTS FOR LIFE OF AMERICA

Logically I know it was the right decision, because
it wouldn’t have been fair on the baby, considering
our circumstances - - but despite all of that, I really
wanted to keep it. When I found out I was pregnant,
I was shocked but a part of me was excited. I
rationalised and thought about ways that I could make
it work, but there’s just no way I could give it a good
life right now.
My boyfriend is supportive of my decision either
way, but I’m sure he wanted me to keep it as he loves
children and wants to be a dad.
I was 6 weeks along when I passed the pregnancy
yesterday and I’ve not stopped crying since. I feel
deep regret, overwhelming sadness, guilt and my
heart hasn’t stopped hurting. I saw the pregnancy
when it passed - it was so small and already “baby
shaped”, it broke my heart that I ended it’s life before
it could even start.
I’m not sure how to process all these feelings... I had
to make a decision so quickly that I didn’t really have
time to process how I felt about being pregnant in the
first place, and now I have to process the feelings of
loss etc on top of that.
Has anyone else terminated their pregnancy out of
necessity, despite really wanting to keep it? How did
you process and recover from it?

21
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PAIN/
BLEEDING

“

“I am typing this between waves of pain to see if anyone has any
tips. [...] My pain is a solid 8.5 at times. I saw somewhere online it’s
supposed to peak around 2.5-4 hours after the pill but mine has been
“peaked” for at least 3 hours now. I don’t know what else to try.”

22
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I TOOK THE PILLS WEDNESDAY

PAIN/BLEEDING

Okay so I had a medical abortion on Wednesday I went in and
took my first set of pills then the next day I took that second
set of pills and didn’t feel much but cramping and spotting I
started actually bleeding Friday and today or tonight I started
like actually bleeding heavy and having terrible cramps how long
does the heavy bleeding and cramps usually last for others I have
a trip planned on Monday to see my brother I haven’t seen in
10 yrs and he paid for my ticket I’m so scared of canceling but
should I? Idk if I’ll be bleeding to strong by then to get on a plane

24

DO I NEED TO SEE A DOCTOR?
ABNORMAL BLEEDING 7 WEEKS
AFTER
I took the abortion pills at the very end of April and it’s now June
17th. I have been having weird spotting and bleeding a lot. My
first period after seemed to last well over a week probably 10
days or more.
Now it’s really weird and I have only been bleeding at night
time for the past four days. During the day there is nothing
but around 11 pm bleeding starts. Last night it was light and
brownish. Tonight it’s heavy and red. It feels like a period cramps
but day time no symptoms. I have had spotting every couple
weeks but have also had what I can only explain as a 1 day period
several times.
My partner wants me to go to the doctor. Is this related to the
abortion ? Anyone experienced this? It’s really weird that the
bleeding is now only happening at nighttime.

25
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PAIN/BLEEDING

ANXIETY
ATTACKS
I’m a in a tough place right
now. I’ve been dealing
with this guy for 5 years
now on and off. I ended
up getting pregnant last
year in October and ended
up having an abortion by
pill. Afterwards I went in a
depression and had several
anxiety attacks. I also
ended up in the hospital
with a blood clot in my
uterine vein which put me
in the hospital for a few
days and blood thinners
for a month. He had a big
influence on me getting
the last one and like a
dummy I stuck around. I
was on the patch and then
got on the depo around
March found out I was pregnant soon after. I am now 10 weeks and 1 day.

STUDENTS FOR LIFE OF AMERICA

NEGATIVE TEST BUT STILL BLEEDING
Had a pill abortion exactly a month ago. After 2 weeks, my
bleeding had already weaken until one day I got heavy bleeding
again out of nowhere. It was heavy because my pad was soaking
and a lot of clots passed as if it was my first day again. It happened
for about 2 hrs. I took a pt and tested positive. Then after that
I got light bleeding for 2 days. After 2 days the same thing
happened again. I have blood clots passing out again. Then 2 days
light bleeding then yesterday the same thing happened, clots
passing out again. Now I have light bleeding. I took pt yesterday
and today thrice and it’s already negative.
You see there’s a pattern. I’m not sure if there are more
pregnancy tissues left even though I already tested negative. I’m
afraid to go to OBGYN clinic because abortion is illegal here.
What do you think is the reason for still (on off) passing out
clots? I’m in my 4th week since the abortion already. Do stress or
physical activities have something to do with it?

He doesn’t want the baby. Because it isn’t the right time and I understand
where he is coming from but I am still scared from the last time. I expressed
this to him but he keeps trying to reassure me that he thinks that I will be just
fine and asks me “Can u please not do this.....it should be a joint decision. I
understand your scared and all but this is a big decision. One that we both
have to live with. For life.....”
I don’t know what or how to feel I am scheduled for surgical abortion today
and I really just need some guidance this time around from other women.

26
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STILL BLEEDING – PLEASE HELP
Hello everyone. I was 6 weeks along when I took the medication route on April 1. I have
been non-stop bleeding since then (arriving at 6 weeks now).
For about 4 days after the pill, I had some pretty heavy bleeding and clots but it
lightened. About 4 weeks post pill, I had a really heavy 4 days with clots like crazy. I was
light again until today I started cramping up again and passing bright red blood.

PAIN/BLEEDING

Is this normal? Should I talk to PP or go to the hospital? I’m not soaking through every
couple of hours, but I certainly was during the 4 week mark for those few days (I
honestly think it was just my period). When will this bleeding ever stop?
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I’m starting to get really upset over this. I want this chapter closed but I can’t move on
until there some semblance of normalcy with my bleeding. Thanks for your responses,
any are appreciated.
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6 MONTHS POST ABORTION – CHRONIC PAIN CONCERNS

PAIN/BLEEDING

I am reaching out to this community to see if anyone has experienced
anything similar to what I am going through, and if they have gotten any
answers from the medical community or through their own experience
and efforts. I am appreciative that this subreddit exists and have hopes that
I will find some solutions to my current, unexplained physical symptoms,
for myself and others who might also have similar problems.
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6 months ago, I found out I was 5/6 weeks pregnant. It was not the right
time in my life, nor with a person I was interested in having a child with. I
tend to be a pretty indecisive person, but this decision came to me quickly.
I ended up going to Planned Parenthood and receiving the medication
abortion pills. I told a couple of friends who helped me immensely, and
have slowly told other people in my life.
While it was a quick decision, nothing was easy about it. I have pretty
serious OCD and trauma response behavior that
I suffer from and am working through in therapy;
because of this, my processing mechanisms are
definitely faulty and stressful events in my life
tend to get catastrophized. The stress of things
probably exacerbates the actual events tenfold.
On top of the pregnancy/abortion, I had suffered
a bad fall (I hit the back of my head hard on my
shower wall) and mild concussion a month before
my abortion (2019 was not a great year for me).
These two physically traumatic incidents coupled
with the stressful aftermath of both left me
feeling frantic and hopeless. I am in a better spot
mentally now, but physically am having residual,
chronic symptoms.

Pre-finding out I was pregnant, I
noticed dizziness/lightheadedness,
as well as achiness all throughout my
body. Once I found out, I chalked
all of that up to normal pregnancy
symptoms. I then received and took
the medication abortion pills, which
went pretty normally - pretty heavy
bleeding and some mild cramping
for the first few days, and then just
steady bleeding for about 2-3 weeks
afterwards.
The next 3-4 months to follow were
pretty miserable. The dizziness did
not go away, and I felt fatigue like I
had never felt before. My body not
only ached but I started to feel pain
all over - my arms, hips, back, neck,
jaw, cheeks, teeth(!!), bottom of my
feet... everywhere. It felt like carpel
tunnel but all over my body. I went to
the doctor and they did quite a few
blood workups, but found everything
to be normal. I got an MRI of my
cervical spine and brain to make sure
this wasn’t something post-concussive
related, everything was normal.
After I confirmed the pregnancy was
aborted, I got an IUD in, but got it out
a few weeks later in fear that this was
causing the persistent symptoms I was
experiencing. Nothing changed though
so this turned out not to be the culprit.
It has been 6 months. The dizziness and
the fatigue is almost completely gone,
only coming back on occasion. And
I thought I was in the clear with the

pain I was experiencing. But it
comes in waves, almost in flares. I will
get intense back pain, my left elbow
always randomly hurts, my left leg
will spasm, as well as my abdomen,
my right flank will ache, my shoulders
kill, my jaw aches, I will wake up with
awful foot pain... feels so random
and varies every day. Some of it is
sharp and stabbing, others are more
consistent and achier. And everything,
everything, pops constantly. I will sit
for two seconds and my back will pop,
my shoulders constantly pop. I am 28
years old, just for reference. To me, it
feels like my muscles are backfiring or
not recovering properly. When I work
out, I never get sore anymore - I just
feel pain or get spasms, not while doing
the work out but in the days afterward.

“

It is frustrating and
leaves me feeling a
little hopeless about
the state and future
of my physical body.

Again, I suffer from OCD and know this
can exacerbate physical symptoms,
and potentially manifest in them, but
I am also relatively intuitive and know
when something is off in my physical
body. I have altered my diet (no dairy
or gluten), taken supplements, aspirin/

Tylenol give me absolutely no relief,
and don’t really know where to turn at
this point.
I am curious if anyone has experienced
similar symptoms or knows where I
could look for resources on this. To
me, I feel like it might be some sort
of hormone issue (with abortions
and concussions, these things are so
hormonally altering), or a deficiency, an
autoimmune issue or a spinal issue??...
or something. There only seems to be
information on symptoms to expect
directly after an abortion but not in
the months afterwards, so I have no
clue if this is “normal” (certainly does
not feel that way). My body feels
completely off, still. I try not to get too
discouraged about it, but I’m sure you
can relate if you have ever experienced
anything that doctors write off the
second that they see that your blood
work is normal or if you have any
mental health disorder. It is frustrating
and leaves me feeling a little hopeless
about the state and future of my
physical body.
I am a fighter and a deep thinker, and
want to get to the bottom of this
before I accept this as my new reality.
If anyone has experienced something
like this and wants to share any advice,
their story, or answers/relief they have
received, I would be so grateful. Thank
you so much.
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a morphine injection. I was then
very sick, but this led to my waters
breaking. Within an hour I had passed
the foetus and the placenta. The
nurses and doctor were so lovely to
me and they checked everything that
should have passed did. As well as
this, they made sure I didn’t have to
see anything and for this I’m eternally
grateful.

1 1/2 WEEKS POST MEDICAL
ABORTION
I’m sure this is all normal but seeing as I’ve never done this
before and my follow-up appointment is in another week I’m
paranoid.

PAIN/BLEEDING

My abortion was about a week ago and everything went as I
expected, it was painful, passed clots, bled but not too heavy,
felt exhausted but it got better.

32

Now it’s a week later and today especially, I’ve began bleeding a
ton! I’ve also been passing huge clots, like within about two hours
I’ve passed about 6-7 big clots. Is this normal? I didn’t bleed this
much during the misoprostol!

POST ABORTION HELP
I am looking for some genuine advice or reassurance.
Little bit of background on my case... I had a medical
abortion in hospital 3 weeks ago. I live in the UK
and was quite far along at 14 weeks. After taking
the first pill I was sent home for a couple of days
and experienced no symptoms. When I returned to
hospital for the second dose, this was given to me as a
pessary. After a few hours nothing happened and I was
then given tablets under my tongue every 3 hours.
I ended up being in hospital for 2 nights and only
late on the second night did anything happen. I had
the worst cramp I’ve ever experienced and needed

Now on to where I need help... it
has been almost 3 weeks since this
took place. I have been bleeding
since but this has gradually gotten
lighter. I had 2 days of needing no
pad this week. Until yesterday, when I
suddenly bled very heavily and began
passing large clots. This happened 6
times between evening until I went
to bed. The clots were large enough
that they weren’t on my pad - I had
to push them out. I then had no bleeding through the
night and very light bleeding today. Until dinner time
where the same thing has happened. In the past 5
hours I have passed 7 large clots (around the size of
the palm part of my hand).
I called the ward who were looking after me and they
weren’t very helpful. All they could tell me was if I am
bleeding through a pad every 20 minutes and become
dizzy I might be haemorrhaging and to go to A&E. It’s
more the clots that are worrying me. Does anyone
know what these are? And why they’re only being
expelled 3 weeks later?
Any help would be greatly appreciated as I am now
before worry!!! Thank you.
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8 WEEKS POST MEDICAL ABORTION – HAD MY
PERIOD, NOW BLEEDING AGAIN 2 WEEKS LATER?

PAIN/BLEEDING

HEAVY BLEEDING PICKED UP AFTER
7 DAYS. STARTING TO PASS BLOOD
CLOTS. PAIN HAS INCREASED TOO.
SHOULD I BE WORRIED?

34

I took the misoprostol last monday, last week. I had heavy
bleeding that slowed down after the 5th day. Now its picked up
again, almost as bad as it was
at the beginning—I’m passing
blood clots, and soaking
through thick pads. My pain
is worse too. I thought blood
and pain should have faded
by now? Its 2PM and I’ve
soaked through at least 5
heavy duty pads since 8am.
I called my GP and she said
this sounded unusual. What
do I do? Is this normal?

So I had a medical abortion 8 weeks ago today, I bled for 8 days following this and
then the bleeding stopped. I didn’t bleed again for a further 5 weeks & bled for 4
days which is normal for me (I usually have my period every 5 weeks & normally
lasts around 4-5 days), it’s now only been 2 weeks & im bleeding again? I went to
the bathroom and there was light pink blood when I wiped, then next time I went
there was a spot of blood on my underwear & blood when I wiped?

ABORTION A MONTH AGO EXPERIENCING SEVERE
BLEEDING AND CLOTS
Had a medical (pill) abortion done and experienced bleeding. Two days ago I started
severe bleeding and passing huge clots, it’s now day three. I bled through tampons
and pads in ten minutes. My clothes and sofa are stained. I went to the hospital and
they ran blood tests. My blood work came back normal and I shouldn’t be worried,
they also did ultrasound and a transvaginal ultrasound. But this seems insane to me?
The size clots coming out of me are golf ball size. I’m bleeding through my super
pads. I feel fine, but I’m just confused. Did anyone have a similar experience?

IS THIS NORMAL? BLEEDING AND PASSING CLOTS
TWO WEEKS AFTER MEDICAL ABORTION.
I had an at home medical abortion two weeks ago, using Mifepristone and Misoprostol through a Telabortion study. I had my HGC levels checked last week and
they had dropped significantly enough the doctor was confident that I had passed
the pregnancy. I’ve still had heavy bleeding and cramping while also passing cherry
sized clots on a daily basis. My doctor said this could be normal and did not seem
too concerned, but I am concerned now that I’m at the two week mark. Should I
seek out a second opinion?

thisischemicalabortion.com
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I HAD A MEDICAL ABORTION TODAY.
NEED SOME ADVICE.
I was conflicted beforehand about a medical abortion or a surgical abortion.
Due to COVID-19 I was told they recommend the medical to anyone who
qualifies (I did, I was 6 weeks) to reserve the surgical procedure for those to
really require it.

PAIN/BLEEDING
TRAUMA

I regret the medical abortion route. I do not regret the abortion one bit, but I
have never felt a worse pain in my entire life. I do not have a high pain tolerance
and I felt like I was dying. I had the worst chills, sweating, and it felt like my
uterus was lit on fire. It was pretty bad for me and even though it’s all over and I
am fine now, I keep crying being it was kind of traumatic.
I wasn’t expecting this and I am not sure if anyone has any advice on how to deal
with these feelings? Thanks so much guys. (Also, I posted under a throwaway
because people I know are aware of my regular reddit and I didn’t feel like they
needed to know about my abortion.)

“

“I’m passing blood clots, and soaking through
thick pads. My pain is worse too. I thought
blood and pain should have faded by now?”
36
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NEED ADVICE: HOW LONG DID YOU
BLEED?
I had my medical abortion on 4/26. Bought my pills online and
everything went smoothly. It’s almost been the 2 week mark and
my bleeding did slow down a few days ago but now it’s back and
heavy again randomly. Heavy as in at least 1 maxi pad a day (not
sure if that’s normal) I have some clotting but not as much as
before.

PAIN/BLEEDING

All my pregnancy symptoms have gone away, I’m just paranoid if
it didn’t work. I’m pretty sure it did though. It’s just the bleeding,
no cramping, no headaches, no nausea etc. I can’t get a check
up with an ultrasound so I’ve been waiting 3-4 weeks until I can
take another pregnancy test.
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So how long did you bleed for? And how heavy was it? When will
it potentially stop? I was only around 5 weeks 2 days when I took
the pills so I’m surprised so much blood and clots are still coming
out. Thanks! :)

KYLEENA AFTER MEDICAL ABORTION
I had a medical abortion back in January and it wasn’t exactly
smooth sailing. I was bleeding for six+ weeks and the pregnancy
test shows up as positive even when ultrasound confirmed that it
was a successful procedure. After a while the test finally shows as
negative and I decided to get Kyleena, but it’s been two months
and the spotting plus random cramps hasn’t stopped. I know it’s
expected for this to go on for three months after insertion but
something feels ‘off’ in a way that it feels like it’s more than just
the IUD.
Has anyone else have similar experiences with Kyleena after a
medical abortion? Thank you so much!
P. S. for mods, I’m not sure if this is the correct flair or even
appropriate to ask in the sub, do let me know if it isn’t!
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2 WEEKS POST MEDICAL ABORTION
Hey everyone. On April 18th (almost 2 weeks ago) I went through with a
medical abortion. I’m pretty confident the abortion was successful but it felt
pretty easy during that time (light cramping/ low pain) but I did pass big clots.

PAIN/BLEEDING

From that point on I bled but it was nothing heavy or alarming. Now, into the
2nd week over the past 3 days or so I’ve began to bleed much heavier than I
did when I took the pills initially and passing smaller clots.
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I know most say that bleeding can last 2+ weeks, but should I be concerned
because I’m bleeding so much more? I’m not cramping, feeling ‘off’, or even
in pain. I’m just trying to make sure it’s normal to have a heavier flow a couple
weeks after.
Can anyone shed their experience or give any advice to calm my nerves!!

FEVER FIVE DAYS
AFTER MEDICAL
ABORTION

NEED SUPPORT FOR
ABOVRTION PILL
BLEEDING TIME

TWO DAYS
POST MEDICAL
ABORTION

My girl has a fever of 100.3 atm.
She’s also still bleeding and is
passing clots about the size of
quarters and cramping pretty
bad. Can’t get to a doctor or
get a ultrasound because of our
situation. Any advice? Should we
be worried?

Hey!! Can anyone please share me
their Abortion pill story and how
long did they bleed? I am on my 28
days after taking the second pill
and I am still bleeding and for Lock
down cannot get out to abortion
clinic :( I did an ultrasound yesterday and found a small mass still
remaining :( So is it okay to wait
and let the blood pass out?

I had my medical abortion on
Saturday (stage 2 of pills) and
I’m still experiencing bad cramps
especially on my right pelvic
area. It hurts pretty bad. I am
still bleeding (I expected that)
but my abortion wasn’t too bad..
I’ve had a miscarriage before so
I know what to expect.. honestly, it didn’t feel like I passed
everything Saturday, but I was
only 5 weeks along so I’m not
sure. Is it still normal to be in
pain? This doesn’t feel like normal
cramping. I have a hard time
moving.
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PAIN/BLEEDING

I REALLY THINK I OVER DID IT...
I’M IN SO MUCH PAIN, DID THIS
HAPPEN TO ANYONE ELSE?
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So I had my medical termination Friday-Saturday.
Yesterday, Sunday 3 days post abortion I decided
to walk to the store & clean my house, cut my
hubby’s hair, walk stairs a bazillion times and play/
lift my twin boys for a few hours. Also proceeded
to put in my abominable binder I wear to tighten
my stomach up like spanx basically... I went to
sleep around 10pm and woke up around 1/2am I’m
so much adnominal pain thought I had been in a
car accident, I could hardly stand up straight so I
went to the bathroom thinking maybe it was gas
or a stomachache.
After it progressively getting more intense to
more I tried to fix it or move I called the hotline,
they told me I more than likely severely over did
activity yesterday and taking of the abominable
binder that was supporting those muscles was
no longer on and to wear it now until the pain
subsides. I got into a tiny ball and now I haven’t
moved since then–it only stops hurting when I lay
down and stay still... Tylenol and ibuprofen are not
even cutting it... the only thing helping is the heating pad and pillow I have pressed into my tummy,
when the cramps start it hurts so much worse I
weep.... what do I do?

“

“Tylenol and ibuprofen are not even cutting it... the
only thing helping is the heating pad and pillow...
when the cramps start it hurts so much worse I weep”
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BLEEDING EVEN MORE AFTER
MEDICAL ABORTION??

PAIN/BLEEDING

I had my medical abortion about 13 days ago, and I have been
bleeding every since. It was getting lighter each day after, I
thought surely I would be done bleeding within a few days, but
now the bleeding is becoming heavier again. Is this something
I should be worried about?? I’m not on any birthcontrol at
the current moment, and before I had the abortion I had the
Paraguard IUD so it’s non hormonal. Should I call my dr or wait it
out and see how long this lasts??
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AT MY APPOINTMENT TWO WEEKS
AGO THEY TOLD ME I WOULD NOT
BE ALLOWED A FOLLOW UP VISIT
AND NOW I FEEL LIKE I SERIOUSLY
NEED ONE...

thisischemicalabortion.com

I had a medication abortion two weeks ago and the bleeding
tapered off and completely stopped.. just this morning I started
bleeding bright red blood with clots again and have been
feeling pretty nauseous still with a consistent headache and
chest pain for a week straight... I’m really feeling like I need a
check up back in the office but I’m not sure they will see me...
I’m scared to go to the er in fear i will get covid. I’m really
not sure what to do here. Has this happened to anyone else
before?
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“I started getting some very painful cramps that are not
being relieved by Ibuprofen or a heating pad. I passed
a few more clots earlier, about the size of grapes, and

PAIN/BLEEDING

am bleeding more than I was...”
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SEEKING MEDICAL ADVICE AND SOME
REASSURANCE
I had my medical abortion 8 weeks ago, and I had on and off
bleeding and about a week’s break in between, until I started heavily
bleeding 4 days ago and cramps 2 days ago, does this mean I’m
currently having my period? and also, I’m passing clots and bleeding
heavily, not too heavy that it’s concerning but I just want to know if
this is normal and if it’s been the same for anyone else, the cramps
are painful and the bleeding is heavier than my usual period. And
also, for anyone who’s had medical abortion how long does the
period normally last for? I’m in a sticky situation as I’m 18 and from
a conservative
family that I can’t
speak to this about.
I have to wait until
after lockdown
to schedule an
appointment with
my doctor so any
advice is highly
appreciated.
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I just wanted to move on but it’s like this is just
dragging on and I feel like I’m drowning and I can’t
keep my head above the water.”

FAILED
ABORTIONS
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I WAS THE 1%
HAD A MEDICAL TERMINATION, NEED ADVICE
This is a throwaway account just because as much as it doesn’t bother me I had an abortion I’d
hope my family would never somehow find out.

FAILED

I did an at home medical abortion prescribed by doctors. The oral pill and the 6 vaginal pills. I
started it Thursday and
bled and cramped,
I filled a full pack of
pads in about 12 hours
and I was wondering is
this a lot of bleeding?
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My MAIN concern
however, is that I can
feel what seems to
be a large wedge of
tissue (I’m so sorry
to be graphic) stuck
in my cervix. I know
its gross to be going
down there, but I was
showering and was just
trying to clean myself

a bit and there were a few clots struggling
to come out and... I’m not gonna sugar coat
it I just thought I’d maybe speed the process
along. Will this clot pass eventually? I think
its been stuck in my cervix now for about
12-15 hours I don’t think it’s moved and I
can’t pull it out. Will this eventually pass or is
it something to tell my doctors about? Will
my doctor be weird/a bit grumpy about me
trying to clean that area out myself as well!?
Again, I’m sorry its a bit of a mortifying thing
to describe. I just don’t want any infections
or this big piece of tissue to end up being a
problem. I’m rarely having cramps now and
theyre not very strong so I’m just paranoid
my body won’t push this out on its own. I
took the vaginal tablets just under 48 hours
ago, is it normal for cramps to start to
subside this early?
Sorry for all the questions. Hope my main
concern can be answered! Thanks in
advance. (If it’s important to know I was
about 6 weeks max along so not very far).

After doing everything right with my medical abortion
at 4 weeks pregnant, I went back to the clinic after still
getting positive tests and having pregnancy symptoms.
It was confirmed via ultrasound that I was still pregnant,
there was a heartbeat, and I was 8 weeks.
The doctor told me I should buy a lottery ticket
because this never happens.
They told me there was a huge chance of having a
miscarriage, or the baby being born with deformities
because they medication was so strong. So I chose to
have the aspiration procedure done (without sedation,
worst pain I have ever been in and I’ve had multiple
vaginal deliveries unmediated).
I feel like I’m having to go through all of the emotions
all over again. I don’t understand why this had to
happen like this and why I had to go through this a
second time.
If you’re still reading, thank you. I just needed to vent
and I don’t really have anyone to talk to about this
besides my husband.
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SAFETY FIRST (ALBEIT, SOMETIMES SECOND) – THE
FAILURE OF A CHEMICAL ABORTION
Today I visited an abortion clinic for my
two-week follow-up after completing a
chemical (pill) abortion last month.

FAILED

I felt apprehensive about going, but at
the firm but caring behest of my partner,
I made it in, prepared with questions like
“why am I spotting again?” and “why am I
still experiencing nausea?”
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The procedure failed, a statistically unlikely
but accounted for outcome. I am
still pregnant, clocking in at 11 and a
half weeks. I’ve never been moved to
tears so quickly as by the ultrasound
technicians confused face and soft
words.
As this is a sex positive community,
I thought it would be good to share
this experience for the purpose of
education, and also to promote an
open dialogue regarding safe sex more
generally. I find lately that the fun and
playful conversations our society is
starting to welcome about sex and
pleasure greatly outnumber open

conversations regarding safe sex. The topic
is there, but it should grow.
throughout my twenties, I tracked my
ovulation closely and this was an effective
enough method, thanks in part to my
extremely regular cycle. I used condoms
with new partners but not with recurring
ones, and this worked well for years. I met
my current partner this year, now in my
late twenties, and we slept together the

first night we met, and a condom was
only used for a portion of our session.
Stupid, I know, and maybe one day
cosmic forces cosmic forces will
forgive me for permitting this.
“All it takes is one time, and it only
took one time” - Drake. I was in
disbelief when I felt the changes in
my body (within a week, unusually
deep sleep, within two, nausea) and
I strongly considered not telling
my partner. I felt guilty and felt I
deserved to shoulder the shame
alone. I imagine this is not an

uncommon feeling among women.
ultimately I did, and I’m glad I did. He
was enormously reassuring and did all
he could to take care of me.
I completed the chemical procedure
in December. The first pill stops the
embryo from further growth, and
the second expels the contents of
the uterus. The pain upon taking the
second pill was unimaginable. I locked
myself in my partner’s closet for over
an hour, writhed, suffered, sweated. It
approached a psychedelic experience
in its intensity. I don’t mean to scare
anyone, and it doesn’t seem to
be so bad for all women. But it
certainly surpassed the “you’ll
have strong period cramps”
warning I received from the
clinic.
I bled, I cried, I handled a huge
amount of remorse stemming
from the hormonal displacement
as well as the incongruency of my
actions with my spiritual beliefs.
My wish for anyone would be to
prevent pregnancy rather than
opt to terminate it. It’s a hugely
taxing experience.

Slowly, I started to recover. Our
communication strengthened,
but our sex life took a toll. I felt,
naturally, hesitant to open up. The
nausea did not subside. I started to
feel concerned. My partner jokingly
pointed out my belly appeared larger,
noticeable on my small frame.
So I stepped in today and the clinic
completed a urinalysis and then an
ultrasound. They were, as in the first
visits, efficient and kind in their care,
and it’s doubly troubling to think that
this quality of care is not available to
anyone.
So yeah. We’re going in tomorrow
and a surgical procedure will be
completed. I’m heartbroken, the guilt
has reared again but greater, and I
feel even more sadness to process
than before. I wish I could speak
openly about this among my group
of friends; I know I must not be the
only one, and the toll of processing it
alone is high, but I’m not there yet.
Peace, love, and keep your
reproductive cells under airtight
control.
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ABORTION DIDN’T WORK/
CONTINUED PREGNANCY?

FAILED

Has anyone here had a successful pregnancy that continued after
the abortion pill and shot did not work. I had absolutely no cramping
and no bleeding at all after taking the pills. I’m starting to regret this
decision that I was basically forced into by the father. I really want to
keep him/her but I’m so scared that I’d be giving him life but taking
away so much of his with disabilities/birth defects.
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POSSIBLE ONGOING MISCARRIAGE
AFTER 2 WEEKS OF MEDICAL ABORTION

FAILED

EIGHT MONTHS AFTER MEDICAL ABORTION –
INCOMPLETE
Please I beg don’t judge me.

ed taking the pills.

I got pregnant by someone I really cared about
but he turned into a manic, abusive, psychotic
stalker. He threatened to kill me numerous times.
He would lock me in the bedroom. He would take
my phone and call everyone in it and tell them if
they talked to me again he would kill them.

But once I started bleeding, I bled very very
heavily for 30+ days. I took the pills Dec 13 (Friday the 13th fml) and I bled until February. Heavy
heavy bleeding.

I have a 5 year old daughter and I am a successful
30yo woman with my own house, paid off car,
etc. but I do struggle month to month depending
on business so I was unfortunately very broke
when I found out I was pregnant.

Then it just stopped, and after a month my periods came back.
But here’s the thing.... sometimes I get these
absolutely breath taking horrible pains in my
ovaries/uterus. It feels like a cyst rupturing but
like 10 cysts not just one. I take tons of midol &

after a day or so it goes away. Usually
followed a week later by a normal
period.
Also, my belly is still big. Like I was
always a size 2/4 and now I am a size
8/10.... I have put on nearly 50lb since
October 2019.
So... the long term bleeding, the
sharp pains, and the swollen ovum...
I’m afraid to go to a doctor. Fml. Has
anyone been through anything similar? What was the outcome for you?
Please help.

I had medical abortion 2 weeks ago with Misoprostol only I took total of
12 pills. I passed large clots and I bleed for few days only after that I had
brown discharge for almost 10 days.
When it stopped three days ago I did an ultrasound and hcg test.
Because I was worried it didn’t work. The ultrasound showed empty
sac and the measurements suggested age of five weeks and nothing
outside the uterus. But it is the same age two weeks ago. Before I
took the Misoprostol. The hcg level two weeks ago was ~ 4400 And
two days ago it was 7774 I repeated the test after two days is 8652.9
Now I’m not sure if Im going through miscarriage or something else.
I had two doctors opinion The one who gave the Misoprostol told
me it’s okay and i should take it again which I did yesterday had more
bleeding and cramps than the first time The other doctor who didn’t
know that I took the Misoprostol because it’s illegal here told it could
be ectopic even though she didn’t see anything outside the uterus.
Now I’m supposed to be around 7 weeks pregnant Did anyone had an
experience like this?

My guy friend bought me abortion pills onlinemisoprostol only, about 10 pills.
I was about 10 weeks along. I took the pills as
instructed–in my cheeks, 4 at a time for 16 hours
or whatever, only 2 the last dose cause I was out
of pills...
I did not bleed until like 48-60 hours after I start-
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POSSIBLE ECTOPIC PREGNANCY OR
ONGOING ABORTION AFTER TWO
WEEKS OF MEDICAL ABORTION

FAILED

I had medical abortion 2 weeks ago with Misoprostol only I took
total of 12 pills. I passed large clots and I bleed for few days only
after that I had brown discharge for almost 10 days.
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When it stopped three days ago I did an ultrasound and hcg test.
Because I was worried it didn’t work. The ultrasound showed
empty sac and the measurements suggested age of five weeks
and nothing outside the uterus. But it is the same age two weeks
ago. Before I took the Misoprostol. The hcg level two weeks ago
was ~ 4400 And two days ago it was 7774 I repeated the test
after two days is 8652.9 Now I’m not sure if Im going through
miscarriage or something else. I had two doctors opinion The
one who gave the Misoprostol told me it’s okay and i should take
it again which I did yesterday had more bleeding and cramps
than the first time The other doctor who didn’t know that I
took the Misoprostol because it’s illegal here told it could be an
ectopic pregnancy and I should go to the emergency department as soon as possible which is impossible in my case because
I’m not married even though she didn’t see anything outside
the uterus. Now I’m supposed to be around 7 weeks pregnant
Did anyone had an experience like this? I live in a country where
abortion is illegal and being pregnant and not married is illegal
too.

“

The one who gave the Misoprostol told me it’s okay
and I should take it again which I did yesterday had
more bleeding and cramps than the first time.”
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“

“I started getting some very painful
cramps that are not being relieved by
Ibuprofen or a heating pad. I passed a
few more clots earlier, about the size of

PAIN/BLEEDING
FAILED

grapes, and am bleeding more than I
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I DON’T FEEL LIKE MY MEDICAL
ABORTION WORKED. PLEASE HELP.
I’m gonna get right to the point. I’m 7 weeks along. I took my
mife 2 nights ago at 8:30 PM. After 24 hours, last night, I took
my first dose of 4 miso pills vaginally. I started bleeding about 3
hours after insertion. The bleeding was okay, there were a few
clots, and there was minimal cramping. I took my second dose,
orally this time, after 6 hours at 2:30 AM and slept through it
but I changed my pads before doing so. When I woke up at 8:30
am, I drank my third dose of miso. Cramping picked up a little bit
and bleeding was still the same intensity. Only a few clots here
and there. I also had diarrhea all throughout the process and I
vomitted at least thrice. Now for some reason, I feel like I didnt
bleed enough or produce enough clots. I also couldn’t tell if the
clots were the actual sac or not. I’ve changed my pads thrice
throughout the whole process and I dont really bleed through
them like a dam. I decided to switch to a normal pad now,
24 hours after my first 4 miso pills because the bleeding has
lightened a little bit. The reason I think it didnt work is because
like I said, I wasnt bleeding a lot like some people on this sub did.
I even drove myself to get some food at one point. And also,
I still feel ny pregnancy symptoms such as tender boobs and
nausea. I am so scared. Please. Any advice??? Help me.
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MISCARRIAGE
STORY
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MISCARRIAGE

6
MONTHS
POST
ABORTION –
WHEN
DOES
IT END???
CHRONIC PAIN CONCERNS
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I found out I miscarried May 21st. No Heartbeat. Was supposed to
be 9 weeks 5 days. They said the baby only measured 7 weeks 2 days.
May 22nd I took misoprostol. End up in the ER due to the pain but not
that much bleeding or passing
anything. Spotted about a day and
a half. Then on the 29th I started
hurting really bad again. Heavy
bleeding passed what seemed like
quite a bit. Again I only spotted
about a day. Then this past
Wednesday I started running a
low grade fever, cramping, just
feeling horrible. I ended up in the
ER and had to be taken to the
OR to have a D&C. The hospital
stay was a nightmare but that’s a
story for another day. Thankfully
I got to come home Thursday
afternoon. If I had done my
research I would have never taken
the misoprostol. I would have just
opted for the D&C. But maybe
now my body can heal and we can
start moving forward.

“

“I ended up in the ER and had
to be taken to the OR to have
a D&C. The hospital stay was a
nightmare but that’s a story for
another day.”
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FERTILITY
ISSUES
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FERTILITY ISSUES

NO PREGNANCY
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“

This got me so worried... It’s been two years now I haven’t got pregnant due to abortion
done twice using pills and ever since then I never stopped having sex I love sex so much
unprotected!! But I can’t conceive and my boyfriend is telling me “I think you’ve got a
problem” Please help me out.

“It’s been two years now I haven’t
got pregnant due to abortion
done twice using pills.”
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What happens during a
chemical abortion?
When a woman first begins a chemical
abortion, she is first given mifepristone - a
drug designed to prevent the delivery of
essential nutrients to the developing baby,
essentially starving the baby to death.

CONCLUSION

Next, the woman is given a second drug,
misoprostol, to terminate the pregnancy.
Within 6-48 hours, this drug usually causes
contractions and expels the remains of the
baby. But about 5 percent of the time, the
drug combination doesn’t work and a surgery
is required to end the pregnancy.

What are the risks to
women?
For the 5 percent of women whose babies are
not killed and expelled by the drugs, a surgical
abortion is required to save the woman’s life
as infection can set in if the dead infant or
other tissue remains in her womb to fester. In
the first trimester, when chemical abortions
are supposed to take place, the pills cause 4x
more complications(1) than surgical abortion.
According to the FDA(2), “Cramping and
vaginal bleeding are expected effects of
the treatment regimen. In some cases,
very heavy vaginal bleeding will need to be
stopped by a surgical procedure … Other
common side effects of the treatment
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regimen include nausea, weakness, fever/
chills, vomiting, headache, diarrhea, and
dizziness in the first day or two after taking
the two medicines.”
Other consequences(3) include hospitalization
and blood transfusions to address excessive
bleeding. And physicians report(4) that
hysterectomies following complications from
chemical abortion have occurred.

Already, the FDA reports(2)
that women have died after
taking chemical abortion
pills, usually because of
an ectopic pregnancy or
when later in pregnancy,
sometimes from “severe
systemic infection (also
called sepsis).”
The FDA(2) notes that chemical abortion pills
should never be given to a woman if she:
•
•
•
•

cannot go to a follow-up visit to check on
possible complications.
has problems with the adrenal glands (the
glands near the kidneys).
is currently being treated with long-term
corticosteroid therapy.
has had an allergic reaction to
mifepristone, misoprostol,
or similar drugs.

•

•

•

has bleeding problems or is taking
anticoagulant (blood thinning)
drug products.
has inherited porphyria (a rare
hereditary disease in which the
blood pigment hemoglobin is
abnormally metabolized).
has an intrauterine device (IUD) in
place (it must be removed before
taking mifepristone).

Long-term risks to
women affect their
mental and physical
health.
More than 100 studies show linkage
between abortion and an increased
risk of mental health issues. A report
from Americans United for Life(5)
notes that “one study found that
women whose first pregnancies ended
in abortion were 65 percent more
likely to score in the ‘high risk’ range
for clinical depression.” Studies also
showed that “10 percent(5) of mental

health problems suffered by women
are directly attributable to abortion.”
And risks to women include problems
in future pregnancies, including preterm births, the “leading cause(5) of
infant death both globally and in the
United States.”

of these patients, and 23% of these
women had a failed abortion. For
12.5% of them, they received surgical
evacuation with blood transfusion. The
authors concluded that ‘unsupervised
medical abortion can lead to increased
maternal morbidity and mortality.’”

Despite all these risks of the drugs in
a somewhat supervised setting, the
abortion industry wants to hand out
these chemical abortion pills without
any examination or supervision, which
has been shown to have potentially
terrible consequences.

If I have already taken
an abortion pill, can I
stop it? How do I get
help?

Consider a recent report noting a
“peer-reviewed study from 2015(6) on
the safety, efficacy, and acceptability
of self-administered abortion
pills through 70 days showed that
almost 30% of the 40 women taking
chemical abortion did so after the
FDA-approved time frame of 63
days. Very sadly, 62% of these women
had incomplete abortions. Surgical
evacuation was required for 68%

If you would like to save your
pregnancy, you still have time, but
you must act quickly! We want to
help you learn more information on
how you may be able to still save
your pregnancy. Please call the
24/7 abortion pill reversal hotline
at (877) 558-0333 or visit www.
abortionpillreversal.com to speak to a
live representative who can help you
right now.
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